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Abstract In many models with imperfect capital markets, credit plays an important role in the
propagation of shocks. Furthermore, this propagation mechanism often implies nonlinear
dynamics in the form of asymmetry and regime switching. In this paper, we examine
empirically whether credit plays a separate role as a propagator of shocks. We model this
propagation empirically as a threshold model in which the dynamics of output grouth changes
if the commercial paper/heasury bill spread exceeds a critical threshold. We test and estimate
both a single equation threshold model for output growth and a threshold vector autoregression
that includes output growth, inflation, a monetary variable, and the paper-bill spread and find
evidence of a threshold structure. Using nonlinear impulse response firnctions, we evaluate the
dynamics implied by the threshold model. These suggest that money and paper-bill shocks
have a larger effect on output in the "tight" credit regime than is normally tle case and that
negative money shocks typically have a larger effect than positive shocks. Finally, using a
nonlinear version of historical decompositions, we examine post-1960 macroeconomic history
throueh the lens of our threshold vector autoresression.
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I. Introduction

The 1990-91 recession and its relatively slow recovery has brought an increased

attention on the effect that credit, and more generally, financial conditions have on economic

activity. The traditional 'money view' holds that bank loans have no independent effects and

only reflect the effect of monetary policy. This view maintains that money and other assets

are perfect substitutes and that banks affect economic activity by their ability to create deposits.

Altematively, proponents of the 'credit view' maintain that banks' ability to extend credit is

a separate and important source of economic fluctuations. Due to imperfect substitution

between nonbank financing and bank loans, the availability and/or the desirability of bank

loans has consequences fbr firms' and households' financing of investinent and consumption

and, in tum, on aggregate economic activity.

Many recent empirical studies have examined the relationship between credit, money,

and ou@ut.l For the most part, the evidence at the aggregate level of a separate credit

channel is mixed at best. The results vary depending on which variables are used to capture

credit conditions and across sample periods. For example, Ramey (1993) finds that credit

variables such as credit velocity and loan-security ratio provide little additional predictive

content for output above and beyond that contained in money. On the other hand, Stock and

Watson (1989) and Friedman and Kuttner (1992, 1993a) find that the spread between

commercial paper and T-Bill rates has significant predictive content for ou@ut. However, this

I See for example Bemanke, 1986; King, 1986; B. Friedman, 1988; Bemanke and Blinder, 1992; Gertler and
Gilchrist, 1993; Kashyap, Stein, and Wilcox, 1993; Friedman and Kuttner, 1993b; Ramey,1993



result may not be robust across different sample periods.' Kashyap, SteirL Wilcox (1993)

proxy credit conditions with the bank loans as a fraction of total short-term extemal finance.

They interpret the significance of this variable in the investment equation as the evidence of

the loan-supply channel of monetary-policy transmission.

In general, one cafl think of credit conditions affecting t}re economy in two (and not

mutually exclusive) ways. The first is as a source of shocks to the economy. For example,

imposition of credit controls, bank capital shocks, or a decrease in bank reserves (say through

open market operations) may cause banks to reduce the amount of credit supplied. Impulse

response functions and variance decompositions from vector autoregressions are an attempt to

assess t}te effect of "exogenous" shocks to credit on economic activity,

Altematively (or in addition), credit conditions might play an important role in the

propagation of shocks. Blinder (1987) develops a model in which ctedit rationing has

aggregate supply effects. In this model, monetary shocks may have very different effects when

tlre economy is in a credit rationing regime than at other times. Bemanke and Gertler (1989)

construct a model in which, due to the presencb of credit frictions (not necessarily credit

rationing), changes in the balance sheet condition of firms gives rise to a "financial accelerator"

which amplifies fluctuations in output. In Bemanke and Gertler's model exogenous

"technology" shocks have possibly asymmehic effects as negative shocks are likely to have a

greater effect than positive shocks. Azariadis and Smith (1994) develop a model in which

presence of credit markets give rise to endogenous fluctuations. In fact, in the context of their

model, it is possible for the economy to switch back and forth between a Walrasian regime and

rFor robustness of predictive power of the spread on output, see Gray and Thoma (1994) and Enery (1994).
Bemanke(1990) also finds that the information content of the spread has fallen off significantly in the 1980's.



a credit rationing iegime. In all of these models, credit conditions need not be an important

source of shocks but are, nonetheless, an important propagator of shocks. In addition, these

models typically imply nonlinear dynamics characterized by regime switching and asymmetries.

While there is some evidence at the microeconomic level that financial considerations

have an important role in the propagation of shocks,3 there is little evidence that these effects

are important at the macro level. One reason is that the macro evidence is based almost

entirely on linear regressions or linear vector autoregressions (VAR). Within the context of

these models, researchers typically examine whether credit fluctuations predict ("cause")

changes in economic activity or examine the response of output to an "exogenous" change in

credit. Yet, standard linear time series may have difficulty distinguishing the (possibly)

separate effects of shocks and propagation mechanism. For example, in a model in which

credit shocks play no direct role such as Bernanke and Gertler, credit aggregates might have

little predictive content for output even though credit allocation is a crucial part of the

propagation of shocks. Or in the model examined by Kiyotaki and Moore (1993), credit

aggregates might actually lag output even though credit creation also plays a key role in

economic fluctuations.

In this paper we attempt to shed light on credit's role as a shock or a propagator of

shocks by employing nonlinear time series analysis to analyze the relationship between credit

conditions and economic activity. Specifically, we examine a model in which output responds

r See for example Gertler and Gilchdst (1993), Kashyap, Lamont, and Stein (1993), Oliner and Rudebusch
(1993). In an interesting paper similar in spirit to approach taken here, Vijverberg (1994) examines a switching
regression model for firm level investment in which credit conditions cause firms to alter their investment
behavior.



differently to monetary and credit shocks if the commercial paper/treaswy-bill spread exceeds

a critical tlreshold. This simple threshold model captures some of the flavor of the models

described above in that it implies swirching between regimes depending on credit conditions

and it allows exogenous shocks to have asymmetric effects. The model also reflects the less

formal notion that the effect of monetary and other shocks on output might be

credit is "tight".

We examine t}re presence of t}reshold credit regimes both in a single

for output and a vector autoregression that includes output, inflation, a monetary

(either M2 growth or the Fed Funds rate) and t}re commercial/paper T-Bill The

threshold vector autoresression allows us to consider a model in which the credit ts

endogenous. Here, unlike a Markov regime switching model, shocks to other such

as money or output as well as credit can cause a switch in regimes. Furthermore, the

VAR allows credit conditions, through regime switching, to have an effect of

the"shocks' to the VAR. While interpretation of reduced form models is always

presence and importance of switching credit regimes would be consistent with a

for credit as a propagator of shocks.

role

We find, in both a single equation model of output growth and a vector

significant evidence ofa regime switch when the paper-bill spread exceeds a critical

We find evidence that monetary shocks (whether reflected in fed funds rate shocks

growth shocks) as well as credit shocks have larger effects in the so-called tight credit

or M2

In addition, we find evidence of asymmetry in that contractionary monetary and credit lshocks

have proportionately larger effects. Finally, we review post-1960 macroeconomic
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the U.S. through the lens of the threshold VAR by examining nonlinear analogues of historical

decompositions. We hope that these may tell us something about the source of macroeconomic

fluctuations as well as the shocks that drove the economy into so-called "tight" credit regimes.

Before moving on to the body of the paper, a brief discussion of some related literatue

is relevant. Most of the nonlinear time series models of output have been univariate threshold

autoregressions (for example, Teriisvirta and Anderson (1992), Potter (1995), and Pesaran and

Potter (1995)) and, as a result, have not focused on role of credit conditions. One important

exception is McCallum (1991). McCallum takes an approach very similar to ours in that he

estimates a threshold model in which the coefficients on money in an output equation change

depending on credit conditions. In fact, he too finds evidence that output behaves differently

to monetary shocks in so-called tight credit periods. Our work differs from his in three

respects. We use as our measure of credit conditions the commercial paper/treasury bill spread

which has been the focus of much of recent analysis of the role of credit. Second, testing for

unknown thnesholds involves nonstandard statistical inference because the tlreshold parameter

is not identified under the null hypotheses of no threshold. As a result, we adapt the

simulation methodology proposed by Hansen (1994) in order to conduct proper inference.

Third, by estimating a threshold vector autoregression we allow switching into the tight credit

regime to be endogenous. The threshold VAR still allows us to conduct impulse response

analysis in order to evaluate the effect of monetary and credit shocks.

Our paper is also related to the more informal literature on role of credit "crunches" and

the business cycle. Eckstein and Sinai (1986) argue that some type of credit crunch precedes

every post-war recession. The problem is that their identification was in some sense ex post;



tlat is, their search for a credit crunch may have been conditioned on knowledge of when

recessions occurred. When Owens and Schreft (1995) conduct a detailed examination of the

historical record to identify so-called credit crunches, they find that the link between credit

crunches and subsequent recessions is substantially weaker. While we do not focus exclusively

on credit crunches (as defined by non-price rationing of credit), we do interpret periods in

which the spread exceeds the critical threshold as episodes of "tight" credit. And while our

method of identifying tight credit regimes is also data dependent and, hence, not strictly ex

ante, our statistical inference takes account of this. We do take the fact that the estimated

threshold yields episodes consistent with previous descripions of tight credit periods as

evidence for the plausibility of our identification.

The plan for the rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we discuss our choice of

the commercial paper/t-bill spread as an indicator of credit conditions. Section 3 presents the

econometric methodology of estimating and testing for univariate and multivariate threshold

models. Section 4 outlines the univariate threshold model for oulput gro\rth. Within the

context of this single equation model, we examine the predictive content of the paper-bill

spread for output growth. In section 5, we test for and estimate a threshold vector

autoregression. To understand the dynamics implied by the model, we calculate. nonlinear

impulse response functions. In section 6, we evaluate recent macroeconomic history in light

of our nonlinear model by examining nonlinear versions of historical decompositions. Section

7 contains concludins remarks.



II. Paper-Bill Spread as an Indicator of Credit Market Conditions

In the literature, variables such as commercial paper/t-bill spread (Bernanke (1990), the

mix of bank loans and commercial paper (Kashap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993)), quantity of bank

or commercial loans (Friedman (1988)), loan velocity (Ramey (1993)) have all been used to

measure credit conditions. In this paper, we use the commercial paper(4-6 month)/T-Bill(6

month) spread (denoted by CPBILL) as our indicator of credit conditions. There is a large

(and still growing) literature evaluating the ability of the paper-bill spread to predict economic

activity.a Similarly, considerable effort has been devoted to trying to interpret the fairly

robust forecasting ability of the paper-bill spread. Friedman and Kuttner (1993b) suggest

several different interpretations for the predictive content of the paper-bill spread for output.

These include: the default-risk hypothesis in which the default premium on commercial paper

rises in anticipation of a contraction; the cash-flow hypothesis in which the paper-bill spread

rises as product demand falls because firms turn to the commercial paper market to finance

inventory accumulation; and a "credit" channel hypothesis in which monetary or bank capital

shocks cause banks to banks curtail their lending, this forces firms' to shift to the commercial

paper market which in tum causes the paper rate to rise relative to the govemment securities'

rates.

While Friedman and Kuttner find evidence consistent with all three interpretations, it

still seems plausible that the paper-bill spread primarily reflects a credit story. Bernanke

(1990) has argued that the actual default rate on commercial paper is too small to generate

large swings in the paper-bill spread seen in the data. In addition, even the cash-flow

4 See for example Stock and Watson (1989) and Friedman and Kuttner (1992), (t993a), (1993b).
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hypothesis has an element of the credit story in it. In a model such as Bemanke and Gertler's

(1989) financial accelerator model, a cash flow shock increases the agency costs implied by

financial contracting under asymmetric information. As a consequence, bank loans do not

increase as much as commercial paper-high quality firms can still obtain funds by issuing

commercial paper. Thus, the higher paper-bill spread reflects the relative tightness in bank

credit as well as overall demand for short-term financing.

Our choice of the paper-bill spread as our measure of credit conditions was also

determined on practical grounds. First, in order to maintain parsimony in the nonlinear models

both for testing and estimating, we wanted a single variable to measure aggregate credit

conditions. Given the success of paper-bill spread in linear models at predicting economic

activity, it seems to be an ideal candidate for capturing credit conditions. Second, we needed

a long enough sample period in order for meaningful estimation of the nonlinear model. The

sample lengths of variables such as the "mix" variable of Kashap, Stein, and Wilcox (1993)

are not long enough for us to confidently apply the nonlinear methodology.

IIL Empirical Methodologr:_ Testing and Estimating Threshold Models

In this paper, we attempt to capture the separate role that credit may play as a

propagation mechanism by testing and estimating single and multiple equation threshold

models. As suggested above some of the models (but not all) in which credit acts as a

propagator of shocks imply phenomena such as regime switching and asymmetry. Threshold

models are a relatively simple and intuitive way to capture some of the nonlinearity implied

by these models. In addition, the threshold model allows credit conditions through its effect



on determining regimes to affect economic activity independent of credit shocks.

Consider the following single equation threshold model for output growth:

Ayt = Ao(L)Ayt_r + B0(L)4 + [Ar(L)Ayt-l + B1G)4] I[c, > yj + e1

where X, is a vector of exogenous (or predetermined) variables, e06;, Atp;, Bo(L), and

BllL; are lag polynomials, c, is a measure of credit conditions, and I[ . ] is an indicator

function that equals I when c, > y and zero otherwise.s This model allows the dynamics of

output to change if the credit conditions variable, cr, exceeds a critical threshold value, 1.

If the tfueshold variable, cr, and the threshold value, y, were known, then to test for

threshold behavior in output all one needs to do is to test the hypothesis that Al(L) : Bt(L)

: 0. Unfortunately, the threshold variable and the parameter are tlpically not known a priori

and must be estimated. In this case, testing the hypothesis At(L) = Bl(L) = 0 involves non-

standard inference because c, and y are not identified under the null hypothesis of no t}reshold

behavior.6

In order to test for tlresholds when c, and 1 are not known, we estimate the tlreshold

model by least squares for possible combination of threshold variable and threshold value. For

each combination, the Wald statistic testing the hypothesis of no difference between regimes

was calculated. Three separate test statistics for threshold behavior were then calculated: (i)

sup-Wald which is the maximum Wald statistic over all possible threshold variables and

tlreshold values; (ii) avg-Wald which is the average Wald statistic over all possible threshold

s The single equation threshold models examined here are similar to those exarnined by McCallum (1991).

6 There is a recent and growing literature on the problem of testing hypothesis in which nuisance parameters
are not present under the null. See, for example, Davies (1977, 1987), Andrews (1993), Andrews and Plobergo
(1992), and Hansen (1994).



variables and threshold values; (iii) exp-Wald which is a function of the sum of exponential

Wald statistics.T To conduct inference, we employed the simulation method of Hansen (1994)

which involves simulating an empirical distribution of sup-Wald, avg-Wald, and exp-Wald

statistics. The statistical inference takes into account that we searched over different possible

threshold variables and threshold values.

The estimated threshold variable and tfueshold value are those values that minimize the

sum of squared residuals. As described in the previous section, we take as our measure of

credit conditions the spread between the commercial paper/T-Bill rates (CPBILL). Because

the effects of tight credit conditions may take some time to manifest themselves, c, might

actually be lagged values of the paper-bill spread or its moving average. Formally, we

consider six alternative threshold variables:

c, e { roEk-r CPBILLT-i-j/k for (k:l, i:1,2,3), (k=2, i=1,2), (k:3, i=1) }.

We also restricted the possible values of y so that at the minimum number of observations in

a regime was the number of parameters to be estimated plus 5% of the observations for the

single equation model.

We can generalize the above threshold model so that the credit regime is endogenous.

This can be achieved by introducing the credit variable into the dynamic system. In its most

general form, we consider a threshold vector autoregression (TVAR) in which the credit

conditions variable enters into the system

4 = C0(L)4_r + [ct(L)4-r] I[c, > y] + e,,

where \ is a vector of time series that includes growth rate of output and the paper-bill spread

/ Andrews and Ploberger (1992) suggest the "avg" and "exp" versions of Wald test.
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as well as inflation, and an indicator of monetary policy. Because c, is a function of lags of

the paper-bill spread and the paper-bill spread is also is one of the elements in X,, the tfueshold

VAR describes both the evolution of X, and the credit regimes. That is, shocks to output,

inflation, money, as well as to credit can determine whether the economy is in a tight credit

, e
reglme,-

We modift the single equation approach for testing for threshold behavior to the multi-

equation case. The estimated tlreshold variable and threshold value are determined by

searching over c, and y in order to minimize log l.E er'e/ where e, is the vector of residuals

from the threshold VAR.. Wald statistics for the hypothesis Cl(l) = 0 were calculated and

Hansen's simulation method is then used to calculate p-values for the sup-Wald, avg-Wald, and

exp-Wald statistics. To guard against over-fitting, we restricted the possible threshold values

so that at least l0% of the observations plus the number of parameters (for an individual

equation) were in each regime.

IV. Results from Single Equation Model

To gain some insight into the possibly non-linear effects of credit on output, we start

by estimating a linear model similar to Friedman and Kuttner (1992, 1993a). They regress real

GDP grou.th on four lags of itself, inflation (implicit GDP deflator), M2 growth, and the

commercial paper/T-Bill spread (CPBILL). In their output growth equation, the paper-bill was

found to have strong predictive content. Bemanke and Blinder ( I 992) zuggest that the Federal

Funds rate indicates the stance of monetary policy better than monetary aggregates. Therefore,

8 This i" in contrast to regime switching models such as Hamilton (1989) in which the regimes are
determined by an Markov process that is independent of other shocks to the system.
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we also conduct analysis where M2 grouth is replaced by the Federal Funds.

Taking the linear Friedman-Kuttner as the null model, we tested for tlreshold behavior

in output. Table 1 reports tests of linearity against the alternative ofa threshold model. The

Sup-Wald, Avg-Wald, and Exp-Wald statistics, their p-values, and the estimated threshold

variable and threshold value are presented. All tests reject the null hypothesis of linearity

against the threshold alternative at the SVo level. In the model with M2 growth as the monetary

variable, the estimated threshold variable is CPBILL,_3; output switches regimes if CPBILL,-,

exceeds 0.8733. When the Fed Funds rate is the monetary variable, the estimated tlreshold

variable is found to be CPBILLT-, and the threshold value is 0.7830. The estimated delays of

two or thee quarters are consistent with previous work that suggested monelary innovations

begin to have an effect on bank loans after a six month delay.g

To understand the effect of the credit regimes on output better, we further investigate

the predictive content of each variable in the output equation over different regimes. We

estimate the following switching regression:

4

ay, =D, | (ao +d ^y t - i + dPi ̂p t - i + al m, - i* ai CP B I tL r ) *
i = l

D 2 .1,.(p n * fl ty, _ i * FPi & t _ i, FT m t - i + F"i C P B I L L t _ ) + e t

where D, is a dummy variable equal to I when the threshold variable exceeds the threshold

and 0 otherwise. D, indicates the "tight" regime while D, indicates regime. The

monetary variable, mr is Nl2 growth or the Federal Funds rate.

9Bemanke and Blinder (1992) did not find a significant response of bank loans to Funds rate shock until six
months later.
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Table 2 displays the sums of coefficients as well as exclusion test for the lagged

variables. Only in the utight" credit regime does the monetary variable have predictive power

for output. The presence of feedback from the paper-bill spread to output is also much stronger

in the tight regime than the normal regime tegardless of the choice of monetary variables. The

sum of coefficients and its standard enor are reported respectively in the second and third

columns of Table 2. In the model with the M2 growth, the sum of coeffrcients for CPBILL

is not only significant but nearly six times greater in the "tight" regime than in the normal

regime. For the model with Fed Funds rate, the sum of coefficients for the monetary variable

is negative and statistically significant. The fact the predictive power of the paper-bill spread

is substantially weaker for the "normal" credit regime is consistent with results of Gray and

Thoma (1994) and Emery (1994) who show that much of explanatory power of the paper-bill

spread for output $owth is due to episodes in the mid 1970s and early 1980s. Our

interpretation of their results is that they are indirectly picking up the change in regime brought

about by high values of the paper-bill spread that occuned during these time periods.

V. Endogenous regimes: Threshold Vector Autoregression.

One of the drawbacks of a single equation approach is that it fails to capture the

dynamic interaction of output, inflation, money, and credit conditions. It is possible that

money, price, or output shocks could affect credit conditions as well as for credit to affect

economic activity. To better capture these interactions, we test for and estimate a threshold

vector autoregression (TVAR) in which the entire vector autoregression changes structure

depending on the value of the paper-bill spread. The vector autoregression includes four lags

l3



each of output gro$th, inflation, a monetary variable (either M2 growth or the Fed Funds rate),

and the paper-bill spread.

Table 3 presents tests of a linear VAR against a threshold altemative. As in the single

equation case, we can reject the null hypothesis of linearity in favor of the threshold

altemative. For the model with M2 growth as its monetary variable, the estimated threshold

variable (MA(2) of CPBILL at t-l) is slightly different than in the single equation case, in part

owing to the smaller window over which threshold values were searched and to the fact that

additional equations have been added. For the Fed Funds rate, the t}reshold variable,

CPBILLT-2, is the same as in the single equation case and the threshold value is nearly

identical. To make sure that the results were not overly influenced by the extremely high value

of the CPBILL in 1974:3, we conducted the tests for threshold nonlinearity with this

observation dropped from the sample. Again, we reject the hypothesis of equality across

regimes.lo Thus, for both monetary measures, tle structure of the VAR appears to change

when CPBILL spread is "high".

5.1 Impulse Response Analysis

To gain some insight into the dynamic properties of this nonlinear VAR, one would like

to examine what effects shocks have on the dynamics of the system. In our application, two

diffrculties present themselves. First, the relatively small number of observations in the "tight"

credit regime makes the unparsimonious vector autoregression an unattractive model of the

l0 When dropping 1974:3, the p-values for the Sup-Wald, Avg-Wald, and Exp-Wald tests were less than
0.001 for both the model with M2 and the model with the Fed Funds rate. The estimated threshold variable and
thresholds were identical to full sample estimates.

t +



dynamics in the upper regime. This was particularly true for the TVAR that includes the

Federal Funds rate as a monetary variable. In fact, the unrestricted ryAR that includes the

Federal Funds rate was unstable.ll As a result. the we estimated a restricted TVAR in which

we used the Schwartz Information Criterion (SIC) to select the specification for each equation

in the tight credit regime. For the system that includes M2 grouth as a monetary variable, the

unrestricted TVAR was stable, so we present the results for that model below.

Second, the nonlinear structure of the model makes impulse response and variance

decomposition analysis substantially more complex than in the linear case.l2 The impulse

response function (IRI) is the change in the forecasted valued for Xr*1 as a result of knowing

the value of an exogonous shock ur, or

ElX, *plQ, -t,u J - E[X,,pl\ -i

where Or-t is the informalion set at time t-l and q is a particular realization of exogenous

shocks.l3 Typically, the effect of a single exogenous shock is examined at a time, so that

q' : (0,..0, ui, 0, ...,0; where ui, is a shock to the ith exogenous variable. The difficulty arises

because in the threshold VA& with the exception of current period shocks, the moving average

representation is not linear in the shocks (either across shocks or across time). As a result,

unlike linear models, the impulse response function for the nonlinear model is in general

ll To evaluate stability, we simulat€d the model for 1000 time periods taking as initial conditions the sample
means Aom the data. We repeated this 500 times. The model was deemed unstable if at least one replication
yielded exploding values of the variables.

l2 We thank Herman Bierens for making these difnculties clearer to us. See also Potter (1995) and Gallant,
Rossi, and Tauchen (1993) for a discussion of nonlinear impulse response analysis.

l3 The model is assumed to be kno\rn, so the only source of uncertainty is the realization of future shocks.
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conditional on the entire past history of the variables and the size and direction of the

shock.l4

Operationally then, nonlinear impulse analysis requires speciSing the nature of the

shock (i.e. its size and sign) and the initial condition, Q_r. In addition, because the moving

average representation of X,*u for the threshold model is not linear in the ur's, the conditional

expectations, Et4+rlQ-r,\l and E[\*slO,-1J, must be calculated by simulating the model. We

do this by randomly drawing vectors of shocks q*i, i = I to k. In fact, for each vector of

random shocks, \+i, we also simulate the model for -q*;. This enables us to eliminate any

asymmetry that might arise from finite sample variation. This is repeated 100 times and the

resulting average is the estimated conditional expectation.

To assess the sensitivity of the impulse response functions to altemative initial

conditional and type of shocks, we consider several alternative impulse response experiments

for the threshold VAR; lhese are described in more detail below. To save space, we display

impulse response functions for the model that includes M2 grolr.th as the monetary variable.

Where there is a qualitative difference between that model and the model that includes the fed

funds rate as the monetary variable, we describe the difference in the text.ls Finally, as a

comparison, we also present in Figwe 1. the impulse response function (to positive and

negative one standard deviation shocks) for a linear VAR. Of special interest is the response

of output to money and CPBILL shocks. In the linear model, output growth increases

la We allowed the contemporaneous VAR\COV matix ofthe residuals to change across regimes. That is,
while we kept the Choleski ordering the same across regimes we allowed the "structural" relationship to chmge.
The ordering is: output, inflation, monetary variable, CPBILL.

15 Impulse response diagrams for the model that includes th€ fed funds rate are available upon requesr.
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(decreases) in the short run in response to a positive shock in M2 growth (CPBILL) but

quickly returns to zero.

5.2 Experiment 1: Average Impulse Response Functions Conditional on Size of Shock

In the first set of impulse response exercises, we calculate the average response to one

and two standard deviation shocks. This exercise is closest to the standard impulse response

analysis of a linear VAR. Because the impulse response function is likely to be different

depending on the past history of the variables, we calculate the average impulse response

function where the initial condition, Q_r, ir essentially drawn from its unconditional

distribution. This is done by simulating the model (taking the actual sample means as start-up

values) and taking the 500th observation as the initial condition. We then examine the

response of the system to positive and negative, one and two standard deviation shocks. We

repeat the experiment 500 times and calculate the average impulse response function. The

impulse response ftmctions for positive and negative two standard deviation shocks for the

model with M2 growth are presented in Figrue 2.

Figure 2 suggests some asyrnmetry, at least for lmge shocks, for the impulse response

function on average. Interestingly, the asymmetries are most evident for large money and

CPBILL shocks. Large contractionary monetary shocks (a negative M2 growth shock or a

positive Fed Funds shock) have a larger effect on output than positive monetary shocks. In

contrast to monetary shocks, the average effect of positive and negative CPBILL shocks are

sensitive the choice of monetary variable in the model. Large positive CPBILL shocks have

a larger effect, on average, than do positive shocks when M2 is the monetary variable while

l7



for the model with the Fed Funds rate large negative CPBILL shocks have a relatively larger

effect.

5.3 Experiment 2: Impulse Response Functions Conditional on Regime

In order to better understand the dynamics implied by the different regimes, we conduct

a second impulse response exercise: we calculate the average impulse response functions

conditional on the initial state being in the tight or normal credit regimes. Once again the

initial conditions are determined by simulating the model, only now when calculating tle

response in the tight (normal) regime we use only replications where the economy was in the

tight (normal) regime after 500 periods. Again, 500 replications for each regime are used to

calculate the average of impulse responses. The response of output to monetary and CPBILL

shocks in an economy starting with the tight credit and normal credit regimes are displayed in

Figure 3.

Depending on regime, large CPBILL shocks and monetary shocks have very asymmehic

effects. In the tight credit regime, positive two standard deviation shocks to the CPBILL

spread yield substantially different (and larger) effects on output than do negative shocks.

Even in the normal credil regime the responses of output to paper-bill shocks and, to a lesser

extent, monetary shocks are asymmetric, as large positive CPBILL shocks can push the

economy into the tight credit regime. In addition, shocks to the monetary variable generate a

substantially stronger effect on output in the tight credit regime than in the normal credit

regime. This evidence is consistent with the findings in the previous section for the single-

equation threshold model and with those of McCallum (1991). Furthermore, when in the tight
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credit regime, large contractionary monetary shocks (negative M2 shocks and positive fed

funds shocks) have a larger effect on output than do expansionary shocks. This is consistent

with the results of Cover (1992) who found asymmetric effects of money upon output. While

the Cover results were motivated in terms of an asymmetric aggregate supply cuwe, here the

interaction between the monetary shocks and the credit regimes generates the asymmetry.

5.4 Experiment 3; Unconditional Inpulse Response Functions

Finally, as the previous figures suggest, the response of the system may depend on the

size of the shock. Reshicting shocks to four categories-negative ot positive and one or two

standard deviations--may unduly limit our understanding of the dynamics implied by the model.

As a result, in addition to the experiments considered above, we calculate the analog of a

unconditional impulse response function. That is, what is the expected effect ofa shock when

the size of the shock is not known a priori?

For this experiment, we conducted impulse response analysis in which we simulate the

model 500 time periods and then examine the response of the system to a shock. Rather than

speciff the size of the shock, the shock is now drawn randomly from a normal distribution.

We do this 500 times for both positive and negative shocks and calculate the distribulion of

impulse response functions. For comparison, we also do this for the linear VAR Figures 4

and 5 plot the average, 25th and 75th percentiles from this distribution for the linear and

threshold VAR for two the altemative vector autoregression.

By construction the average response to shocks in the linear VAR is zero and the

distribution of responses is symmetric. For the threshold VAR, the average response to shocks
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is slightly asymmetric (i.e. not equal to zero) and the 25th and 75th percentiles are not

symmetric around zero. Note that the shocks in the threshold model tend to have a smaller

variance than those of the linear model, yet at horizons 6 through 16 the interior 50% of the

distribution of impulse responses is wider for tle nonlinear as compared to the linear VAR.

Thus, shocks have a large effect on output at horizons greater than six quarters for the

threshold VAR than for the linear VAR, even though the original shocks in the tlreshold

model are typically smaller. This is suggestive that the presence of the credit regime helps to

propagate not only the shocks to the paper-bill spread but the other shocks as well.

In sum, the three impulse response experiments revealed some interesting nonlinear

dynamics in the threshold vector autoregression. Large monetary and credit shocks appear

substantially more potent in the tight credit regime than in the normal credit regime.

Furthermore, there is evidence of asymmetry as negative monetary shocks have relatively larger

effects than do negative shocks. Finally, it appears the shocks in the TVAR get amplified

relative to shocks in the linear VAR. All of these are consistent with models in which credit

is a propagator of shocks.

VI. Analysis of Tight Credit Episodes

While the impulse response analysis is suggestive of the role that credit conditions

might play as a propagator of shocks, to what extent have credit conditions contributed, either

as a source or a propagator shocks, to fluctuations in economic activity? In this section, we

explore the implications of the tlreshold model for understanding economic fluctuations. We

do this by first relating how the "tight" credit regimes identified by the TVAR correspond to
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particular historical tight credit or money episodes discussed in the literatme. Second, we

reexamine post-1960 macroeconomic history within the context of the TVAR by calculating

a nonlinear analog of historical decompositions. Third, we examine two particular episodes

in which the economy entered the so-called tight credit regime, yet in which the subsequent

path of the economy was very different.

6,1 Identification

Figure 6 shows the plot of the two-quarter moving average of paper-bill spread and its

associated threshold valuel6. In Panel A the NBER recession periods are shaded, in Panel

B the Eckstein and Sinai (1986) precrunch/crunch periods are shaded, and in Panel C the

Romer and Romer (1989,1992) dates for Federal Reserve contractionary monetary actions.

With the one exception, each NBER recession was preceded by and to large extent coincided

with periods in which the credit tlreshold variable exceeded its threshold value. The lone

exception is the 1990-1991 recession. Eckstein and Sinai (1986) identified a credit crunch as

"a credit crisis stemming from the collision of an expanding economy with a financial system

that has been depleted of liquidity". For our model, periods in which the threshold value is

exceeded typically overlap with the precrunch/crunch periods identified by Eckstein and Sinai

(1986), although the beginning of the Eckstein-Sinai episodes tend to lead periods in which the

credit threshold is exceeded. Owens and Schreft (1995) using a more stringent definition of

a credit crunch finds the link between credit crunches and recessions to be weaker. Owens and

Schreft define a credit cnurch to be "a period of sharply increased nonprice credit rationing."

16 The plot of the threshold variable and value for the model that contains the fed funds rate instead of M2
growth is qualitatively similar.
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The Owens and Schreft credit crunch dates are: 1966:2-1966:1, 1969.'2-1969:.4, 1980:l-1980:2,

and, 1990:2-1992:4. All but the 1990-1992 credit crunch are reflected in the 'tight" credit

regimes identified in this paper. Finally, Romer and Romer identiff those dates from both the

published accounts of the decisions of the FOMC and the minutes of the FOMC meetings. The

"tight" credit regime coincides with four of the five Romer/Romer episodes.

6.2 Nonlinear Historical Decompositions

To better understand the contribution of the credit regimes to actual economic

fluchrations, we consider a nonlinear analog of the standard historical decomposition typically

employed by VAR practitioners. The idea is to use the model as lens through which to view

recent rnacroeconomic history. In particular, we hope to shed light, within the context of our

model, on the relative importance of credit conditions as a source of shocks or a propagator

of shocks during this period.

As in impulse response analyses, historical decompositions in a nonlinem setting are

substantiallv more comolicated than in a linear settins. Consider the k horimn forecast error:

Xt,p - El\,1r1{2)

For the linear model, this can be btoken into the contribution attributable to various realized

exogenous shocks. For the threshold model, while we can extract the realized shocks from the

one step ahead forecast errors (i.e. the residuals), the nonlinear nature of the moving average

representation precludes breaking up forecast errors into orthogonal contributions. Nonetheless,

we can still get an indication of how important particular shocks were to explaining historical

episodes. It amounts to answering the question: How much would the forecast change if one
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had information about the exogenous shocks?I7 By examining how knowledge of the shocks

changes the forecast we can get an idea of how those shocks affected actual flucfuations during

this time period.

More formally, the change in forecast function (CFF) is defined as

C F F (t,k,i) = ElX r, pl Q nut, * r,u', -r,...,r', - S - t1X, -t I OrI

where O, is the information set at time t, k is the forecast horizon, and ui1+, is the ith

exogenous shock at time t+j. For a linear model, the CFF is identical to the standard historical

decomposition. Unlike linear model, for the threshold model the sum of the individual change

in forecast firnctions for the different exogenous shocks is not necessarily equal to the forecast

error. The difference between the zurn of the individual forecast changes and the actual

forecast error reflects the interaction among the shocks that is inherent in the nonlinear moving

average representation implied by the threshold model.

Figure 7 presents change in forecast functions for output over the entire sample when

M2 growth is the monetary variable. The forecast horizon is set at twelve quarters, so that the

change in forecast reflects the shocks that occurred over that twelve quarter interval. The

periods of NBER recessions are also shaded in the diagram. To save space we present the

change in forecasts only for the model that includes M2 growth as t}re monetary variable. For

the most part, the change in forecast firnctions for the model with the fed funds rate as the

monetary variable are qualitatively similar to those presented here. The exceptions are

' ' An alternative way to get a feel for the importance of realized shocks is to ask the question: What is the
forecast error due to not knowing the values of one of the exogenous shocks? While for the linear model this
is identical to the change in forecast function (CFF) described in the text, this can yield sub*anrially different
results for the nonlinear model. It is also, however, more difficult 1o interpret and as a result we do not present
it in the paper.
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mentioned in the text.

Interestingly, despite the presence ofthe tight credit regime, CPBILL shocks themselves

appear to have contributed to less than expected output growth in only tlree or four instances.

The first is in 1969Q3 which is the quarter preceding the 1969-1970 recession. In 1969Q3,

the economy was in the tight credit regime--the tight credit threshold had been exceeded in

1969Q2 (recall that the effects of exceeding the threshold occur with a one quarter lag). This

quarter also coincides with periods of credit crunches identified by Eckstein and Sinai and

owens and Schreft.18 The second major episode is during the later half of the 1973-1975

recession. This period saw a dramatic increases in the paper-bill spread, with the spread

reaching an all time high in 1974Q3. The negative contribution of CPBILL shocks persists

after the recession. The third episode occurs during the 1979-1981 period. During most of

this period, the model indicates that the tight credit regime is active. CPBILL shocks do not,

however, appeax to be important for the latter part of the 1981-1982 recession. Nor do

CPBILL shocks appear to have contributed much to the 1990-1991 recession. This is

consistent with the generally poor performance of the paper-bill spread in predicting the most

recent recession (see Stock and Watson (1992).

As for monetary shocks, they are relatively important in explaining slower than expected

output growth during 1969-1970 recession and to a lesser extent during the 1973-1975

recession. For the model that includes M2 grollth as the monetary variable, monetary shocks

did not appear to play a major role in the 1980 and 198l-1982 recessions. For the 1981-1982

recession, this is somewhat surprising given the large role that the "Volcker Disinflation" was

18 When the fed funds rate is in the model the cont bution of CPBILL shocks are more important in the
subseouent 1969-1970 recession. but for the model with M2 the CPBILL shocks are not a maior contributor.
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presumed to have played in that recession.lg Monetary shocks do not appear to be important

for the onset of the 1990-1991 recession, but M2 shocks seem to have conhibuted later in the

recession. Finally, perhaps not surprisingly since they come first in the Choleski ordering,

output and/or price shocks play an important role in every recession with the exception of the

1969-1970 recession.

Recall that in a nonlinear model, the sum of the change in forecasts functions (CFFs)

need not add up to the actual forecast error; the difference to some extent reflects the nonlinear

propagator of the shocks. The bottom panel of Figure 7 shows the actual forecast error and

the sum of all the individual CFFs. The difference between the two is the result of the

interaction between the threshold structure and various shocks that occurred over the twelve

quarter interval. For the most part, the actual forecast error and the sum of individual CFFs

coincide. The are two interesting exceptions. The fnst is after the 1973-1975 recession. Here

output growth was substantially greater than that implied by the sum of the individual change

in forecast functions. Apparently, the threshold nature of the model and the interaction of

shocks over this period gave rise to a "bounce-back' from fhe 1973-1975 recession that is not

implied by the individual shocks themselves.20 To a lesser degree, the model also implies

a "bounce-back" from the 1969-1970 recession. The second set of episodes occurs during the

1980 and 1981-1982 recessions. Here actual output growth is substantially less than would be

implied by the effect of the individual shocks. The presence of the tight credit regime actually

seemed to exacerbate the effect of the individual shocks making tlese recessions more severe.

19 Wheo the fed funds rates is the monetary variable, fed funcls shocks play a more prominent role during
these recessions.

20 See W),nne and Balke (1992) on more evidence ofa bounceback effecr.
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What can the model say about the causes of tight credit regimes? Figure 8 displays the

change in forecast frrnction for the two-quarter moving average of the paper-bill spread. The

shaded regions in the diagram represent periods of in which the moving average exceeds the

estimated threshold value. It appears that paper-bill and money shocks are the major

contributors to the episodes of tight credit. The output and price shocks do appear to have

contributed to high paper-bill spreads during the tight credit periods, 1973-75 and 1980. This

suggests tlat monetary policy may have been an important contributor to episodes of tight

credit identified by the threshold model.

6.3 A Tale of Two Regimes

In this section, we use nonlinear historical decompositions to examine in more detail

two episodes of in which the economy was in the "tight credit" regime. The first is the 1969-

1970 period. Here the tight credit regime preceded a recession. The second episode is the

1987-1989 period during which the tight credit regime was entered into, yet the economy failed

to enter a recession. Can the model shed any light why in one case the "tight" credit regime

foreshadowed a recession while in the other it did not?

Figure 9 plots the estimated exogenous (orthogonal) shocks to each of the variables in

the system for both time periods. Figure l0 plots the change in forecast functions of output,

starting in 1969:1 and 1987:l respectively, for shocks to output, M2, the paper-bill spread, as

well as the actual forecast error and the sum ofthe change in forecast functions implied by the

individual shocks (including inflation) 2l. Figure 11 plots the change in forecast frrnctions

2l Inflation shocks did not have an important contribution in either period so in order to save space we did
not report them separately.



of the credit conditions t}reshold variable (here the two quarter moving average of the paper-

bill spread lagged once). In all three figures, the shaded region indicates the tight credit

regime.

From Figure 9, we observe that negative money and positive paper-bill shocks preceded

the both episodes of tight credit regimes; the positive CPBILL shock in 1969:2 is quite large--

over two standard deviations. These were enough to propel our credit conditions variable into

the "tight" regime for both episodes. Despite that common feature, the pattern of shocks in the

two episodes differs in two important respects. First, in mid-1969 negative and relatively large

output shocks occuned while the opposite occurred in mid-1987. Second, once the tight credit

regime was entered, negative M2 shocks continue in the 1969 episode but not in 1987 episode.

The positive output shocks in the 1987 episode offset the initial negative paper-bill and money

shocks while output, money, and paper-bill all shocks contributed to less than expected output

growth in the 1969 episode (see Figure 10). Furthermore, continued negative M2 shocks in

1969 and early 1970 contributed both to the tight credit conditions and lower than expected

output growth. These continuing negative monetary shocks were not present during the 1987

episode.

Again, by comparing the forecast enor implied by the model with the sum of the

change in forecast functions for the individual shocks, we get a sense of the role that the

tlteshold structure for propagating shocks (recall that for a linear model the sum of the

individual change in forecast functions equals the actual forecast error). For the 1969-1971

episode, with the exception of 1969:.2 arrd l97l:1, output growth was lower than that implied

by sum of the effects of the individual shocks. This suggests that the presence of the tight
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credit regime on balance caused output to lower than would be implied by the shocks

themselves. The 1971:l represents the first quarter ofthe subsequent recovery, and the higher

growth than that implied by the effects of the shocks may reflect a "bounce back" effect in

which output grows faster in the early stages ofa recovery. For the credit conditions variable,

the presence of the threshold resulted in higher paper-bill spreads that those implied by the

individual shocks suggesting the nonlinear nature ofthe credit affect increased the duration of

the tight credit regime. For the 1987-1989 episode, the actual forecast error and the change

in forecast fi-rnctions are fairly close to one another implying that the nonlinear nature of the

model was not as important in explaining fluctuation in output as in the previous episode.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we attempt to evaluate the role that credit conditions play in determining

economic activity and whether they act as a propagator of shocks in addition to being a source

of shock. With this goal in mind, we employ nonlinear time series models, univariate and

multivariate, in which a regime change occurs if commercial paper/T-Bill spread exceeds a

critical threshold. These threshold models are attractive because they are capable of generating

behavior such as regime switching and asymmetry that are characteristic of models of credit

frictions. In a single equation model, we find that the effect on output grouth of the paper-bill

spread and money growth is significantly larger, and that they have more predictive content

in the "tight" credit regime than in the "normal" regime. We also endogenize the credit

regimes by employing a t}reshold vector autoregression; here shocks to other variables in the

system (outpul money, and inflation) as well as to the paper-bill spread can cause the credit
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regime to switch. We conduct several nonlinear impulse response experiments in order to

understand the effect that the switching credit regimes have on output dynamics. We find that

the response of output growth to monetary shocks and shocks in the paper-bill spread are

asymmetric; in particular, in the "tight" credit regime negative monetary shocks have a larger

effect than do positive shocks. Furthermore, the presence of the "tight" credit regime tends to

amplify shocks relative to a linear VAR. We also examine a nonlinear analog of historical

decompositions to see the relative contribution of various shocks to fluctuations in output over

the sample and for evidence that the switching regime structure played an important role in the

propagation of these shocks. On balance, the both the impulse response and historical

decomposition analyses are consistent with credit being a propagator of shocks as well as a

source of shocks.

In future research. we would like to consider a measure of credit conditions that would

reflect not only the paper-bill spread but also other credit conditions indicators used in the

literature such as credit velocity, the ratio between securities and loans in banks' porfolios

(Ramey (1993)), and the 'mix' between loans and commercial papers issuance (Kashyap, Stein,

and Wilcox (1993). Perhaps, a linear combination of these alternative indicators (as implied

by dynamic index model (Sargent and Sims (1977)) might be a better indicator of credit

conditions than the paper-bill spread alone.
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TABLE I: TESTS OF NON.LINEARITY IN OUTPUT

Growth as the Monetary Variable:Model with M2

Test Statistics:

Sup-Wald
Avg-Wald
Exp-Wald

Threshold
Variable

cPBil(t-2)
cPBil(r-3)
cPBill rvrA(2xt-l)
cPBill MA(2XI-2)
cPBilr MA(3XI-1)

Statistic
51.62
20.02
20.66

Maximum Wald for Individual
Threshold Variable

38.97
5t.a
41.53
47.43
46.36

P-value
0.038
0.048
0.042

v

0.8733
0.8733
0.8550
0.8617
0.8567

Model with Fed Fund Rrte as the Monetaru Variable:

Tests of Linearity:

Sup-Watd
Avg-Wald
Exp-Wald

Threshold
Variable

cPBil(t-2)
cPBil(t-3)
cPBill MA(2Xt-1)
cPBill MA(2Xt-2)
cPBill MA(3Xt-1)

Statistic
57.10
30.27
23.69

Maximum Wald for Individual
Threshold Variable

57.10
40.09
46.16
47.59
51.57

P-value
0.010
0.000
0.000

0.7831
0.3120
0.8550
0.8942
0.7932

Notes: Hansen's (1993) method of inference with 500 replications is applied to find the
critical values.



TABLE 2l Single Equation Ortput Regr€ssion Results

MODEL: Threshold Model with Il4J! Growth as Monetary Variable

Lagged
Variable

Sum s.E. Exclusion
F(4,103)

P-value

Tight Regime (CPBILL,_3 :0.8733)

^y
^p
AM

CPBILL

-0.647
-0.194
-0.272
-8.501+ *

0.211
_0.434***
0.285'r*
-1.594

0.424
0.555
0.571
3.784

3.261**
1.981
3.092t*
5.864*r*

0 .015
0.103
0.019
0.000

0.818
0.042
0.164
0.184

Normal Regime (CPBILLI-1 <0.8733)

ay
ap
AM

CPBILL

0 .181
0 .156
0 .1  12
0.473

0.386
2.566**
1.664
1.583

MODEL: Threshold Model with Fed Funds Rnte as Monetary Yariable

Lagged
Variable

Sum S.E. Exclusion
F(4,103)

P-value

Tight Regime (CPBILLI_2 >0.7831)

^y
^p
Fed Funds Rate
CPBILL

^y
^p
Fed Funds Rate
CPBILL

Normal Regime (CPBILq-2 <0.7831)

0.241
0.742

-1.165'*:* 'r
-4.213

0.470
0.525
0.378
2.700

0.206
0.188
0.143
1.799

4.412+4*
1.437
7 .972***
8.794***

0.204
| . l7 l
L000
2.855'r**

0.002
0.229
0.000
0.000

0.152
-0.074
-0 .101
-1.736

0.936
0.328
0.41 I
0.027

Notes: 'Sum' is the sum of coefficients of the lagged variable, and the p-value is based on the t-
statistics for 'sum' equal to 0. Reported F-statistics results from testing whether the coefficients of
the lagged variable are jointly significant.
*** indicates significance at the l% level.
** indicates significance at the 5% level.
* indicates sisnificance at the l0% level.



TABLE 3: TESTS OF NON-LINEARITY IN VECTOR AUTOREGRESSION

Model with M2 Growth as the Monetarv Variable:

Tests of Linearity:

Sup-Wald
Avg-Wald
Exp-Wald

Threshold
Variable

Statistic
208.17
92.09
98.69

Maximum Wald for Individual
Threshold Variable

P-value
0.00
0.00
0.00

cPBil(t-1)
cPBil(t-2)
cPBil(t-3)
cPBil MA(2Xt-r)
cPBilr MA(2XI-2)
cPBilr MA(3XI-1)

201.46
164.25
188.42
208.17
190.73
194.69

0.7267
0.7844
0.7844
0.7621
0.7783
0.8144

Model with Fed Fund Rate as the Monetarv Variable:

Tests of Linearity:

Sup-Wald
Avg-Wald
Exp-Wald

Threshold
Variable

Statistic
248.46
1 18 .54
118 .21

Maximum Wald for Individual
Threshold Variable

P-value
0.00
0.00
0.00

cPBil(t-r)
cPBil(t-2)
cPBil(t-3)
cPBill MA(2XI-l)
cPBill MA(2)(t-2)
cPBill MA(3XI-l)

243.75
248.46
193.72
21o.28
236.05
233.05

0.7844
0.7844
0.7844
0.7933
0.7621
0.6989

Notes: Hansen (1991) method of inference with 100 replications is applied to find the
critical values. We start the 'window' in the Wald test with the number of parameters plus
10 percent of the whole sample.
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Figure 9. "structural" Shocks for 1969-19?0 and 1987-1989'
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Figure 10. Change in Forecast Function for Output, 1969-1971 and 1987-1989.
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Figure 11. Change in Forecast Function for Credit
1969-197 | and 1987-1989.
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